Excessive gingival display can affect the total aesthetics of a smile, becoming its focus instead of its frame. This can be the result of passive eruption of the gingival complex as the teeth erupt. The condition of delayed or altered passive eruption exists when the gingival complex remains coronal to the cementoenamel junction (CEJ), with the attachment on the enamel instead of the cementum of the root, giving the appearance of short clinical crowns.

Crown lengthening is critical to the success of creating a smile that is harmoniously balanced with its surrounding facial features. Patients who clinically display too much gingival tissue and short teeth (“gummy” smile) require a thorough diagnosis and treatment planning to provide predictable aesthetic outcomes. If a patient has altered passive eruption (APE) of the maxillary anterior teeth (either secondary to orthodontic treatment or without orthodontic therapy) and the patient has completed facial growth, then the surgeon must first correct the gingival levels with either a gingivectomy or aesthetic crown lengthening procedure. This must be done before the placement of veneers or crowns while ensuring that the eventual gingival margins of the maxillary anterior teeth will be at their correct level relative to the adjacent anterior teeth.

**OSSEOUS STRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS**

In the absence of periodontal disease, the osseous structure roughly follows the scalloped parabolic contour of the CEJ from facial to interproximal at an average distance of 2 to 3 mm. In addition, the average interproximal bone height is 3 mm coronal to the facial crest of bone (COB). Since the soft-tissue topography is usually determined by the underlying hard tissue, this osseous “scallopl” usually results in a gingival scallop of 3 mm. Examination of...
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periapical radiographs or periodontal vertical bite-wings will allow the clinician to ascertain the position of the alveolar bone relative to the CEJ to determine whether the COB is 2 to 3 mm apical to the CEJ, thereby allowing for the biologic width. However, in a clinical situation where the COB is coronal to the CEJ, the condition results in altered passive eruption (APE).13 In this situation, the gingival margin is usually located 3 mm (on average) coronal to the level of the COB, and, being more coronal on the body of the tooth, creates the appearance of a short clinical crown.14

These visual findings are coupled with the clinical information obtained by bone sounding. Bone sounding involves using a periodontal probe to locate the CEJ to determine whether it can be felt within the gingival sulcus or only when the probe penetrates through the base of the sulcus.15 The periodontal probe is also used to feel for the COB. This value is expressed as a numeric distance in millimeters, thus revealing the distance between the COB and CEJ. This is to ascertain whether there is sufficient biologic width.16 Normally the COB is 2 to 3 mm apical to the CEJ in a healthy human periodontium.17

**SOFT- AND HARD-TISSUE CONSIDERATIONS**

In addition to the gingival margin on the facial aspect of the teeth, in a healthy dentition without any bone loss the interproximal papilla between teeth is approximately 4.5 mm coronal to the interproximal crest of bone. The mid direct facial axial is about 1.5 mm more coronal to the COB. This additional 1.5 mm, with the 3-mm average osseous scallop from the CEJ, results in the tip of the papilla being an average of 4.5 mm coronal to the facial free gingival margin, where there is a “normal” periodontium without loss of bone or periodontal attachment due to periodontal disease.18

Anatomic considerations act as parameters when practitioners perform aesthetic gingival recontouring. A useful guide can be fabricated by modifying the mounted diagnostic casts so that the maxillary casts reflect the ideal tooth proportions desired in the final result based on the guidelines previously published by Chiche and Pinault.19 These guidelines suggest that the average length for aesthetically pleasing maxillary central incisors is 10 to 12 mm.20 They, along with the recommended width-to-length ratio of 75% to 80%,21 should be kept in mind when recontouring the gingival tissues so the teeth are not left too long or too short.22

After the desired proportions are achieved on the central incisors, practitioners should then focus on the height of contour of the gingival margin on the lateral incisors (zenith).23 The proper placement of the gingival zenith should be at the peak of the parabolic curvature of the gingival margin. For the central incisors, cuspsids, and bicuspids, this should be specifically located slightly distal to the middle of the long axis on these teeth. This gives the centrals, cuspids, and bicuspids the subtle distal root inclination, which is paramount for the scaffold of a beautiful smile. The zenith for the lateral incisors is located at the midline of the long axis of the tooth. Furthermore, the gingival crest height for the lateral incisors should be 1 mm shorter than the gingival margins of the adjacent teeth. Additionally, the gingival tissues should have a knife-edge gingival margin.24

When the presence of short clinical crowns and crestal bone levels approximating the CEJ have been determined, a diagnosis of APE can be made through the maxillary arch. The practitioner can then fabricate an aesthetic guide, which can be placed over the patient’s existing teeth, allowing both the practitioner and patient to visualize what the smile would look like with the gingiva in the modified aesthetic position.25

The central incisors should demonstrate midline symmetry as well as the correct 75% to 80% width-to-length ratio. In addition, the incisal smile line follows the curvature of the lower lip.26 The newly established soft-tissue smile line should show a reduction of the “gummy” smile and be aesthetically appealing and harmonious with surrounding facial features.27

Gingival levels should be assessed relative to the projected incisal edge position. A predictable method of determining the proper gingival positions is to determine the desired tooth size relative to the projected incisal edge position. The practitioner should remember that the incisal edge should not be positioned using the relative position of the gingival margin to create the proper tooth size. This is because the gingival margin can move with eruption or recession.28 It is also critical, when establishing the proper position of the maxillary anterior teeth for an optimal cosmetic outcome, to assess the levels of the interdental papillae and their position relative to crown length of the maxillary incisors.

**GINGIVECTOMY/ GINGIVOPLASTY: CORRECTION OF SOFT TISSUE**

Traditionally, scalpel and periodontal knives (Orban and Kirkland) were utilized to sculpt soft tissue when gingivectomy was indicated to improve aesthetics.29 These provided precise incisions, but resulted in raw, bleeding surfaces and a more difficult postoperative healing. Another option, monopolar electrosurgery, requires a dry field during treatment. This may increase tissue inflammation during the initial healing stage with subsequent tissue shrinkage. "Charring" of the tissue margins at the surgery site has also been reported with monopolar electrosurgery and from operating in a dry field.29,30 Bipolar electrosurgery was developed to overcome these obstacles associated with monopolar electrosurgery.

True bipolar electrosurgery, as currently used in dentistry, is a crossover from neurosurgery, where delicate incisions are required in wet fields without lateral heat generation. The Bident Bipolar surgical unit (Synergetics) transfers those neurosurgical requirements to the dental environment, allowing intraoral soft-tissue surgery in wet fields with char-free, nonbleeding incision margins.31 This eliminates marginal shrinkage related to tissue inflammation and provides more comfortable postoperative healing...

**The Bident Bipolar surgical unit (Synergetics) transfers those neurosurgical requirements to the dental environment, allowing intraoral soft-tissue surgery in wet fields with char-free, nonbleeding incision margins. This eliminates marginal shrinkage related to tissue inflammation and provides more comfortable postoperative healing...**

![Figure 7. A Bident Bipolar electrosurgical handlepiece is utilized to connect the marks made with the stent, exposing the cervical coronal tooth structure. (This image is a video screen-capture.)](image1)

![Figure 8. A Bident Bipolar "fishhook" handlepiece is utilized under irrigation to feather the new gingival margins, providing normal contours. (This image is a video screen-capture.)](image2)

![Figure 9. Immediately following gingivectomy utilizing the Bident Bipolar surgical system. Although the tissue is red, note a lack of tissue hemorrhage.](image3)

![Figure 10. Two-week post-surgical treatment. Note lack of tissue inflammation.](image4)
Treatment. It also reduces postoperative inflammation and improves efficiency with the handpiece. Coagulation occurs during cutting so that there is no oozing from the wound edges to interfere with any restorative procedures being performed at the same appointment.32

CASE REPORT
A female patient presented with a complaint that her teeth appeared too short and her smile was “gummy” (Figure 1). Diagnosis determined that the patient had good periodontal health with no gingival inflammation or bleeding. She had a wide band of attached gingiva (Figure 2). Probing depth in the maxillary anterior was within normal limits with depths of 1 to 2 mm. The gingival margin was, in general, 2 mm coronal to the CEJ. Radiographically, the osseous crest was apical to the CEJ, and no bone loss was evident.

Upper and lower impressions were taken with alginate, and study casts were fabricated. Using a width to length ratio of 75%, a pencil mark was made on the cast indicating the ideal gingival margin placement (Figure 3). A vacuum stent was fabricated using a sheet of 0.020-inch Tray-Rite (DENTSPLY Raintree Essix). The tray was then trimmed to place the facial edge at the desired gingival margin. A black Sharpie pen was used to color the facial edge of the material to improve visibility intraorally during surgery (Figure 4).

The surgical stent was tried in and the position of the new gingival margin was checked for aesthetic positioning in relation to the patient’s upper lip when smiling (Figures 5 and 6). This should be done prior to application of local anesthetic to see the normal lip position. Alterations can then be made to the stent prior to initiation of the surgical aspect of the gingival correction.

Local anesthetic was infiltrated into the buccal vestibule from the maxillary second premolar to maxillary second premolar. A periodontal probe was introduced into the facial sulcus to sound the osseous crest in relation to the CEJ; no bone was noted coronal to the CEJ on the teeth. The surgical stent was inserted, and a Bident Bipolar 3302 (Synergetics) gingivoplasty handpiece was utilized to mark the zenith of each tooth to be altered. The stent was removed, and, using the gingivectomy handpiece, the gingival margin was sculpted to ideal contours (Figure 7). The papilla was spared to avoid the potential of creating interproximal black triangles.

Figure 11. Four-week post-surgical treatment. Note lack of inflammation and an improved aesthetic result.

The resulting tissue margin after use of the gingivectomy handpiece results in a soft-tissue ledge, which needs to be tapered onto the tooth. A Bident Bipolar 3302 (Synergetics) gingivoplasty handpiece, also referred to as a “fishhook,” is used to taper the gingival margin to create a natural knife-edge (Figure 8). As the papilla following the gingivectomy is often bulky faciay, the facial aspect of the papilla is planed back to debulk the papilla with the fishhook. Although the altered margins appeared red, due to the coagulation abilities of the Bident Bipolar unit, no active bleeding was noted (Figure 9).

The patient was dismissed and instructed to avoid any mouthrinses containing alcohol or peroxide for the first week and to rinse with warm salt water 3 to 4 times daily for the first 3 days. Additionally, the patient was instructed to use only oral hygiene, including brushing the area with a toothbrush and her normal toothpaste. At 24 hours the patient was called to check on her comfort level; she indicated neither postoperative discomfort nor irritation during normal daily activities.

The patient returned for a postoperative examination 2 weeks later. No inflammation was noted (Figure 10). A 4-week postoperative examination demonstrated a more aesthetic smile with improved width-to-length proportions and the elimination of excess gingival display (Figure 11).

CONCLUSION
When patients have a desire to improve the aesthetics of their smiles, one should evaluate the gingival “frame” as well as the tooth when determining the best treatment plan to achieve their goals. Preplanning the desired position of the gingival margin extraorally will simplify the procedure and ensure that the patient’s expectations are met. The proper use of the Bident Bipolar surgical system produces a nonchorded, nonoozing gingival margin. A study immediately following surgery with a lack of postoperative inflammation.
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